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terization of metallic and
bimetallic electrocatalysts for SOFC fuel electrodes
operating under internal methane reforming
conditions

Daniel B. Drasbæk,†b Märtha M. Welander,†a Marie L. Traulsen,b

Bhaskar R. Sudireddy,b Peter Holtappels b and Robert A. Walker a

Linear sweep voltammetry (LSV), electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) and operando Raman

spectroscopy were used to study the electrochemical performance and carbon tolerance of SOFCs

operating with niobium doped SrTiO3 (STN) anodes infiltrated with combinations of Ni, Co, and

Ce0.8Gd0.2O2 (CGO) added to improve catalytic activity. Cell anodes were exposed to fuel feeds of

humidified H2, pure CH4 and combinations of CO2 and CH4 at an operating temperature of 750 �C.
Under pure CH4, Raman data show that carbon forms on all anodes containing Ni. In cells with CGO,

deposited carbon results in a decreased polarization resistance. This behavior may be due to benefits

conferred by CGO to the electrocatalytic activity of triple phase boundaries, presumably through

improved oxide ion conductivity and/or due to carbon securing a better electrical connection in the

electrodes. Raman spectra from Co-only containing anodes show no sign of carbon deposition. The

absence of observable carbon together with low frequency processes observed in the EIS suggest that

Co may play a role in oxidizing carbon before measurable amounts accumulate.
Introduction

Solid oxide fuel cells (SOFCs) are high-temperature electro-
chemical cells that convert chemically stored energy into elec-
trical energy with very high efficiencies. Current state of the art
(SoA) SOFCs use a nickel/yttria stabilized zirconia (Ni/YSZ)
composite fuel electrode for H2/H2O and CO/CO2 reactions
due to Ni's affordability, high electrical conductivity, and high
catalytic activity.1 These Ni–YSZ cermet electrodes are
composed of percolated Ni, pores and YSZ networks, and typi-
cally contain 30–50 vol% Ni. These composite electrodes,
however, can experience degradation during unintended
reduction and oxidation (redox) cycles destroying the Ni
percolation and thus electronic conductivity, and they are prone
to carbon accumulation and electrode poisoning by common
fuel impurities including sulfur and chlorine.2–7 Consequently,
materials-driven research has focused on developing more
robust fuel electrodes.8 One way to overcome challenges asso-
ciated with SoA electrodes is to decouple their multi-functional
requirements by separating the electronically conducting
ry, Montana State University, Bozeman,

rage, Technical University of Denmark,

s study.
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network from the electrocatalytic materials. This strategy allows
a porous backbone with higher redox tolerance to be inltrated
separately with the electrocatalytic material. One example of
such a backbone is donor-doped SrTiO3 (ST). ST basedmaterials
modied at the A or B sites to promote acceptor or donor
properties, respectively, have been shown to tolerate oxygen-,
carbon-, and sulfur-containing atmospheres, have high elec-
tronic conductivity and high redox stability.9–14

Previous studies have shown how inltrating Sr0.94Ti0.9-
Nb0.1O3�d (STN) electrodes with different metal nanoparticles,
including Ni, Co and Fe increases an electrode's electrocatalytic
activity.15 However, due to STN's poor ionic conductivity, only
the electrocatalytic nanoparticles present at the interface
between the electrode and the solid electrolyte were considered
part of the triple phase boundary (TPB). The lack of ionic
conductivity throughout the anode microstructure could be
compensated for by co-inltration of CGO, a mixed ionic and
electronic conductor under conditions commonly required for
SOFC operation.16 Adding CGO into the structural matrix has
successfully decreased the polarization resistance of these STN
electrodes in the symmetrical cell conguration.17

The studies described below investigated the electro-
chemical performance of inltrated STN based fuel electrodes
in fully functional SOFCs. The STN-based fuel electrodes were
inltrated with CGO and either nickel or cobalt as Ni–CGO, Co–
CGO, or Ni–Co–CGO. Several reports have proposed that
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2022
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combinations of Ni, Co, and CGO would give rise to synergistic
effects, achieved from the respective favorable properties of the
base and secondary metals.18,19 Similar electrodes with only one
co-inltrated metal (Ni or Ru) have been investigated previously
by T. Ramos et al.20 where promising performance and low area
specic electrode resistances were observed under operation at
850 �C in 4% H2O/H2.

Ramos, et al.,20 however, do not report on the performance of
these new SOFC fuel electrodes when operating with carbon-
containing fuels. What makes SOFCs attractive for commer-
cial development is their ability to operate with fuels including
natural gas, syn-gas, biogas and higher molecular weight
hydrocarbons.21,22 To leverage this fuel exibility, SOFC fuel
electrodes must be resistant to carbon accumulation, also
known as coking, during operation. While small amounts of
carbon can sometimes improve cell performance,21,23–25 more
extensive carbon accumulation will result in electrode failure as
active sites are blocked and the Ni-YSZ cermet anode begins to
degrade.25–27 Coke-induced degradation in SOFC electrodes has
been studied mostly using in situ electrochemical data and with
subsequent ex situ measurements performed aer the cell has
cooled and disassembled. Ex situ studies provide valuable
information concerning the conditions responsible for sus-
tained and stable SOFC operation, but they leave many ques-
tions unanswered regarding coking mechanisms and coking's
direct impact on electrochemical performance. These unre-
solved questions motivate the need for operando studies that
directly correlate material changes observed during operation
with a device's electrochemical performance.25,28–31

Findings presented in this work examine the explicit rela-
tionship between coking and electrochemical performance in
SOFCs operating with novel inltrated STN anodes. Experi-
ments use galvanostatic electrochemical impedance spectros-
copy (EIS) and linear sweep voltammetry (LSV) in combination
with operando Raman spectroscopy to monitor cell performance
and surface behavior of these anodes under humidied
hydrogen, and different methane containing atmospheres at
750 �C. Results focus primarily on changes in electrochemical
data under conditions where carbon is observed on the cell
surfaces and compare changes in carbon accumulation with
changes in electrochemical performance. One outcome of this
work is the discovery that in the absence of co-dopants, carbon
formation on Ni-inltrated anodes leads to a measurable rise in
the cell's polarization resistance, but co-dopants (i.e. CGO, Co,
Co–CGO) partially suppress carbon accumulation and stabilize
the cell's polarization resistance. No carbon is observed on the
Table 1 Summary of electrode infiltrationswithmass gained by the anode
of the total infiltration)

Inltrate Catalyst
Fractio
compo

Ni Ni 100
Ni–CGO Ni; CGO 10; 90
Co–CGO Co; CGO 10; 90
Ni–Co–CGO Ni; Co; CGO 5; 5; 90

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2022
Co-only inltrated STN electrodes, implying that Co may be
highly effective at catalytically oxidizing carbon before it can
accumulate.
Experimental

The SOFCs investigated in the present work were electrolyte-
supported cells. The Sc2O3 stabilized ZrO2 (SSZ) electrolytes
(Nippon Shokubai Co., Ltd, Japan) of ca. 150 mm thickness were
laser cut into circular disks having a 26 mm diameter. Onto this
electrolyte, a Sr0.94Ti0.9Nb0.1O3�d (STN) porous backbone was
deposited through spray deposition. The slurry for the deposi-
tion was prepared using STN powder, prepared through a solid
state mixed oxide method with a PVP10 000 dispersant/binder
and ethanol solvent. Aer deposition, the backbone was sin-
tered in air at 1200 �C for 8 hours. Subsequently, a composite
cathode consisting of La0.6Sr0.4CoO3�d (LSC) (Kusaka, Japan) –
Ce0.9Gd0.1O1.95 (CGO) (Rhodia GmbH, Germany) was screen
printed on the opposite side of the electrolyte and sintered in air
at 930 �C for 24 hours. It should be noted that no additional
barrier layer was introduced between the LSC cathode and the
SSZ electrolyte. Anode electrocatalysts comprising of Ni, Ni–
CGO, Co–CGO, or Ni–Co–CGO were added to the STN backbone
by inltration. The inltration solution was prepared as follows:
rst, a 3 M CGO aqueous solution was prepared using corre-
sponding metal nitrates. To this solution, nitrate precursors of
the Ni or Co or Ni–Co metals were added in the ratio of 90 : 10
(CGO : metal catalyst) by catalyst weight. Considering that also
CGO is known to be electrocatalytically active, the total amount
of inltrate (CGO and metal) was kept as constant as possible,
and themetal fraction in composite inltrates specied to be 10
weight% of the total inltration. The weight of the cells was
measured prior to inltration and aer inltration, in order to
determine the mass gain (Table 1). The procedure for the
inltration is described elsewhere.15,32 A point to note is that
this process was not precise in terms of the amount of catalyst
inltrate deposited on the anode, as evidenced by the uncer-
tainties in inltrate mass gain (Table 1). These differences were
reected in anode performance data reported in the Results
section. Finally, an LSC cathode current collection layer was
screen-printed on the LSC–CGO cathode. A schematic repre-
sentation of the completed circular cells can be seen in Fig. 1.

Cell microstructure was investigated from a fractured cross-
section using scanning electron microscopy (SEM) (ZEISS
Merlin, Carl Zeiss, Germany). Prior to investigation the samples
were coated with a thin layer of carbon, in order to avoid
after infiltration and fractional catalyst loadings (referred to as weight%

nal catalyst
sition (weight% of inltrate) Mass gain (mg cm�2)

0.63 � 0.25
0.99 � 0.10
0.80 � 0.31
0.74 � 0.42

J. Mater. Chem. A, 2022, 10, 5550–5560 | 5551
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Fig. 1 Schematic representation of the fuel cell assembly tested in
these studies. Notably, the thickness of these layers is not to scale.
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charging defects. Sample microstructure was investigated
directly aer inltration as well as aer full SOFC testing in
order to investigate structural changes that occurred. To analyze
the distribution of nanomaterials through the electrodes,
microstructure in all electrodes was investigated in four to ve
randomly chosen spots between the top electrode surface and
the electrode–electrolyte interface.

Current collectors consisting of gold mesh (Alfa Aesar) were
attached to both electrodes with gold paste (Heraeus). The total
area of the current collecting layer was kept at approximately
0.5 cm2. The cells were then attached to a 2.6 cm diameter YSZ
tube using an alumina-based ceramic paste (Aremco Products
Inc). The YSZ tube was enclosed in a quartz tube and sealed with
a silicone stopper. Detailed descriptions of the experimental set
up can be found in previous reports.33,34 The assembly was then
placed into a tube furnace and brought to operating tempera-
ture. Raman spectra were acquired using a Renishaw InVia
spectrometer coupled to a 30 mW, 488 nm Ar-ion laser with 30–
60 second exposures. Backscattered light was directed through
an edge lter with a 150 cm�1 low frequency cut off. All elec-
trochemical measurements were performed using a Princeton
Applied Research VersaStat MC.

All cells were heated to 750 �C � 5 �C at a ramp rate of
1 �C min�1 under 20 sccm Ar on the anode and 20 sccm Air on
the oxygen electrode. Once at temperature, gas ows were
increased to 100 sccm Ar and 85 sccm air. Fuel electrodes were
reduced under 100 sccm humidied H2 (3% H2O) and fuel
electrodes were considered fully reduced once the open-circuit
voltage stabilized at �1.10 V. Once the fuel electrode was
reduced, benchmark linear sweep voltammetry (LSV) and open
circuit voltage (OCV) electrochemical impedance spectroscopy
(EIS) measurements (with humidied H2) were performed. OCV
EIS measurements were collected with an AC voltage amplitude
of 10 mV over a frequency range of 1 MHz to 0.1 Hz. LSV
measurements were collected using a sweep rate of 0.1 V sec�1.
Impedance data were analyzed by equivalent circuit tting
using the impedance transforms in the Python-based soware
RAVDAV developed at DTU Energy.35 The distribution of relax-
ations times (DRT) analysis was determined in order to identify
dynamic processes and their evolutions with varying operation
conditions.36,37

In order to pass through the maximum power on the power-
curve and still avoid excessive overpotentials, the minimum cell
5552 | J. Mater. Chem. A, 2022, 10, 5550–5560
voltage during the LSV was set to be 20% of the measured OCV
value. Carbon exposure experiments were performed under four
different fuel electrode atmospheres of varying CO2 and CH4

compositions totaling a ow rate of 100 sccm: 30% CH4/70%
CO2, 50% CH4/50% CO2, 75% CH4/25% CO2, and 100% CH4.
Experiments at each gas composition involved galvanostatic
polarization and collection of 10 EIS measurements at three
varying current conditions, including 85% of maximum
current, 40% of maximum current, and 10% of maximum
current as determined by the LSV. The maximum current is
determined as the current at maximum power density. Galva-
nostatic impedance spectra were recorded between 0.1 Hz and 1
MHz with 10 points per decade applying a 1 mA amplitude to
the incident AC wave. The frequency range was specically
chosen in order to obtain temporally resolved EIS data. To track
the cell performance aer exposure to the various fuel envi-
ronments, benchmark LSV and OCV EIS data were collected in
humidied H2 between each CH4/CO2 atmosphere
combination.

The operando Raman kinetic measurements were collected
independently during the galvanostatic polarization for each set
of conditions with each spectrum requiring a 30 second
acquisition. Carbon removal between each set of carbon depo-
sition experiments was carried out using humidied Ar fol-
lowed by reduction and benchmark measurements under
humidied H2. This procedure has proven effective at rapidly
removing carbon from SOFC anodes with minimal degradation
to the anode's microstructure from repeated environmental
redox cycling.2,38–40

Results and discussion

In order to monitor the stability of the electrode microstructure
and inform interpretation of the electrochemical results, the
electrodes were examined by SEM before and aer testing in the
SOFC assembly with particular attention focused on changes in
electrode porosity and the structure and distribution of inl-
trated materials. Representative images of a Ni–Co–CGO inl-
trated electrode microstructure before and aer testing are
shown in Fig. 2. The data illustrate how the inltrated nano-
particles tended to agglomerate into larger particles during
SOFC operation, a result consistent with prior literature
reports.15,17,32 This behavior was common to all inltrates used
in these studies and resulted in spherical nanoparticles of 100–
200 nm diameters aer operation. Some separation of the metal
inltrates from the CGO was also observed. Previous reports on
similarly prepared electrodes have shown that inltrated CGO
evolves into sponge-like structures in SOFC electrodes10,41 and
similar structures in Fig. 2b are assigned to this form of CGO.
The images shown in Fig. 2 were acquired from the active
electrode areas that have been covered by the current collector
during the experiment and were therefore not le directly
exposed to the anode's gas phase atmosphere.

Electrochemical performance was evaluated with LSV to
measure current and power densities. Fig. 3a shows the initial
LSV characterization for all the tested cells aer reduction in 3%
H2O/H2 at 750 �C. The corresponding power density curves for
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2022
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Fig. 2 Ni–Co–CGO infiltrated STN94 anode before testing (a) and post testing (b). Notably, examples of the metal infiltration structures are
indicated with red arrows, and CGO (b) are indicated with green arrows.

Fig. 3 Initial LSV (a) and power density curves (b) of all the tested cells,
measured in 3% H2O/H2 at 750 �C.
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the individual cells are shown in Fig. 3b with listed values for
maximum measured currents and powers reported in Table 2.
Compared to technically performing Ni inltrated STN elec-
trodes, the best performing samples are with a maximum power
of 16.5 mW cm�2 a factor 20–30 lower than observed for
Table 2 Initial maximum power densities and corresponding currents
for data shown in Fig. 3 at 750 �C in H2O/H2. In cases where more than
a single cell having identical composition was tested, current and
power averages and standard deviations are also reported in bold

Sample i/mA cm�2 Pmax/mW cm�2

Ni-01 4.0 2.1
Co–CGO-02 8.6 4.4
Ni–CGO-01 13.6 7.3
Ni–CGO-02 31.8 16.5
Ni–CGO-03 26.1 13.9
Ni–CGO(avg. � s day) 23.9 � 7 12.6 � 3
Ni–Co–CGO-01 13.3 6.8
Ni–Co–CGO-02 11.3 6.2
Ni–Co–CGO-03 26.1 13.8
Ni–Co–CGO (avg. � s day) 16.9 � 6 8.9 � 3

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2022
similarly prepared electrodes with technical relevance. Similar
differences in performances have been observed for similar STN
inltrated anodes tested in an operando cell in H2/H2O and are
attributed to an area effect because of a 1 : 1 relationship
between the increase in both, serial resistance and the resis-
tance related to the electrochemical reaction. The lower
performance is attributed to a non-optimal current collector
only partial covering of the electrode surface.15 Since similarly
increased serial resistances of 2.5 U cm2 are observed is this
work as in STN anodes inltrated with Co only as in previous
work,32 we tentatively attribute the lower electrochemical
performance to an area effect arising from the need to leave
parts of the electrode surface uncovered by the current collector
to allow the Raman laser beam to approach the electrode
surface. These results indicate a limitation of the operando
setup, but electrode specic and relevant information from
these model cells can still be extracted to highlight the impacts
and differences of selected catalyst loadings on device electro-
chemical performance. Even though no distinct interfacial layer
is visible in the SEM images Fig. 2, an additional performance
loss could arise from a thin reaction layer between the LSC
cathode and SSZ electrolyte.

The measurements for cells with nominally identical inl-
trations in the present study show considerable and consistent
variation in both the maximum current densities and the
maximum power densities. We believe this variability reects
the large differences in catalyst loading evident in Table 1 and
emphasizes the need to more carefully control inltration
procedures.

While the data show measurable performance differences
between what should be equivalent cells, however, several
general observations stand out. The Ni-only and the Co–CGO
inltrated electrodes underperformed the Ni–CGO and Ni–Co–
CGO electrodes. The low performance of the nickel-only inl-
trated electrodes is readily explained by the lack of ionic
conductivity as no CGO inltrate was present in this cell to
facilitate oxide transport away from the electrolyte and into the
anode volume. As a result, the only sites for electrochemical
oxidation would have been at the electrolyte–nanoparticle
interface without the STN scaffold playing any signicant role.
J. Mater. Chem. A, 2022, 10, 5550–5560 | 5553
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Table 3 Maximum power densities and corresponding currents for
a cell with a Ni–Co–CGO anode in 3% H2O/H2 (seen in Fig. 4) after
exposure to each CH4/CO2 atmosphere

i/mA cm�2 Pmax/mW cm�2

Initial 11.3 6.2
Aer 30% CH4/CO2 14.2 7.5
Aer 50% CH4/CO2 18.2 8.8
Aer 75% CH4/CO2 19.9 9.1
Aer 100% CH4 24.7 12.0
Overall increase (amount/%) 13.4/118% 5.8/94%
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The low performance of the Co–CGO inltrated electrodes,
however, was in direct contrast to previous studies performed
on symmetric cells under OCV conditions where results pre-
dicted near equivalent electrocatalytic performance of cobalt
and nickel.32 Differences observed between functioning cells
and model systems illustrate the importance of operando, full
cell testing as results predicted by in situ symmetric cell testing
at OCV may change signicantly compared to when a full cell is
polarized and oxygen ions are being transported to the triple
phase boundary.

Following initial reduction and benchmark testing, cells
were exposed to different methane–carbon dioxide mixtures at
galvanostatic polarizations of 10, 40, and 85% of maximum
current (where the maximum current refers to data measured
initially with 3% H2O/H2) for 15 minutes each. Following
polarization at each fuel composition, benchmark LSV
measurements were acquired in 3% H2O/H2 in order to track
changes in electrode performance. Discussion of the electro-
chemical data presented below focuses on the Ni–Co–CGO
inltrated systems as a representative example of how the
different anodes performed under these varied conditions.
Fig. 4 and Table 3 show how performance evolved aer exposure
to each of the fuel compositions for a Ni–Co–CGO inltrated
electrode. Maximum current density and maximum power
density both increased over the course of the experiment. Note
that a full experiment is dened as polarizing the cell at the
three different currents under each of the CH4/CO2 fuel
compositions (starting with 30% CH4/70% CO2 and ending with
100% CH4). For the Ni–Co–CGO cell shown in Fig. 4, the
measured power and current densities increased by a factor of
�2 between the initial measured LSV (with 3% H2O in H2) and
the nal measured LSV (post polarization in 100% CH4).
Because the measured OCV remained constant, this increase
must be explained by a decrease in overall cell resistance. This
trend was observed for all cells containing both nickel and CGO.
Ni only and Co–CGO inltrated electrodes did not exhibit this
same increase in performance but instead showed a stable
performance throughout a full experiment.
Fig. 4 LSV curves for a cell with a Ni–Co–CGO anodemeasured in 3%
H2O/H2 at 750 �C (reference conditions) after operation in various
CH4/CO2 atmospheres at 750 �C for 15 minutes each. The LSV curves
(left axis) are plotted together with the calculated power curves (right
axis).

5554 | J. Mater. Chem. A, 2022, 10, 5550–5560
That the increased performance observed in the gures
above is a result of lowered resistance within the cell is sup-
ported by complementary impedance data shown in Fig. 5.
Fig. 5a shows that the serial resistance of the cell remains
constant while the polarization resistance decreases during the
experiment. The decreasing polarization resistance suggests
that changes in cell performance are due to reactions at the
electrodes and not from changes in electrolyte structure or
composition. The Bode plot displayed in Fig. 5b as well as the
DRT plot Fig. 5c further illustrates that the low-frequency
contribution (1–10 Hz) is changing the most. This part of an
impedance spectrum is generally assigned to electrochemical
processes e.g. adsorption of reactive species to the STN fuel
electrode15,42 and also for other fuel cell anodes e.g. in PEMFC.43

Electrode performance was also measured during exposure to
the CH4/CO2 atmospheres (in addition to the post-exposure data
recorded with H2O/H2 reported in Fig. 4 and 5). Initial LSV data
obtained in each of the CH4/CO2 atmospheres for a Ni–Co–CGO
cell are shown in Fig. 6. As methane content increases (lowering
the effective pO2), so too does a cell's OCV andmaximum current
and power densities (Table 4). This increase in performance can
be attributed several causes. First, increasing the CH4 to CO2

balance increases the amount of useable fuel within the fuel
Fig. 5 Impedance data for a cell with a Ni–Co–CGO anodemeasured
in 3% H2O/H2 H2 at 750 �C (reference conditions) after operation in
various CH4/CO2 atmospheres at 750 �C for 15 minutes each. (a) the
Nyquist representation (b) in the Bode representation and (c) distri-
bution of relaxation times.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2022
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Fig. 6 LSV and power density curves of a cell with a Ni–Co–CGO
anode measured in 30% CH4/CO2, 50% CH4/CO2, 75% CH4/CO2, and
100% CH4 at 750 �C.

Table 4 Measured maximum power densities and corresponding
currents for a cell having a Ni–Co–CGO anode (seen in Fig. 6) oper-
atingwith 30%CH4/CO2, 50%CH4/CO2, 75% CH4/CO2, and 100%CH4

at 750 �C

Atmosphere i/mA cm�2 Pmax/mW cm�2

30% CH4/CO2 6.8 2.6
50% CH4/CO2 11.2 4.3
75% CH4/CO2 13.7 5.5
100% CH4 27.4 17.6
Overall increase (amount/%) 20.6/303% 15/577%
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stream and changes the Nernst potential. Second, more CH4

increases the possibility of coking as dry reforming reactions
become less important.44 Numerous studies have shown how
Fig. 7 Impedance spectra recorded during the strongest polarization (
plotted as Nyquist plots and (b) plotted as Bode plots, (c) DRT represent

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2022
small amounts of carbon that accumulates in inltrated cells
improves performance as these carbon deposits provides elec-
tronic connectivity between previously isolated parts of the
anode.21,23–25,45 Finally, lowering pO2 can change the oxidation
state of ceria from Ce4+ to Ce3+ thereby increasing CGO's elec-
trocatalytic activity and electronic conductivity.8,46 A lower pO2

and an increase in the OCV can also positively affect STN's
conductivity by further reducing the STN and enhancing elec-
tronic conductivity through the electrodes.12 The latter explana-
tion – improved STN electrocatalytic activity – would be
consistent with impedance results indicating a change in the
frequency range attributed to surface–reactant interactions.

During galvanostatic polarization, electrochemical imped-
ance spectroscopy experiments were performed continuously
with each of the CH4/CO2 atmospheres (totaling a collection of
10 EIS measurements). Fig. 7 shows the impedance response of
the cell with a Ni–Co–CGO inltrated anode at 750 �C in 100%
CH4 under the strongest polarization (85% Imax) conditions.
Three dominant features are visible; a high frequency inductive
loop, a process having a characteristic frequency at �100 Hz,
and a low frequency contribution below 1 Hz. Due to the chosen
frequency range, only part of this low frequency process is
visible. The most noticeable changes to the overall impedance
are associated with the electrochemical reactions �100 Hz
(Fig. 7b and c). Interestingly, the summit frequency of this
process is hardly affected by the change in gas atmosphere,
while the real part of the impedance is systematically
85% Imax/5.5 mA) of the Ni–Co–CGO cell in 100% CH4 at 750 �C; (a)
ation.

J. Mater. Chem. A, 2022, 10, 5550–5560 | 5555
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decreasing. This could be explained by an increased active area
through enhanced electronic conductivity within the electrode.
The loop observed at the highest frequencies is an artifact
arising from the potentiostat.

The chosen impedance range (1 MHz and 0.1 Hz) was
motivated by a need to acquire EIS data continuously and did
not allow for low enough frequencies to obtain the DC resis-
tance from all inltrated electrodes. In particular, the frequency
range was a tradeoff that did not allow for a full EIS character-
ization of electrodes inltrated with Co (Ni–Co–CGO and Co–
CGO) at 100% CH4 conditions, suggesting that when Co is
present additional processes may occur with characteristic
frequencies #0.1 Hz. Co containing STN electrodes have been
found to be more coking tolerant16 and as Co is not as active as
Ni in activating C–H bonds, a tentative explanation is that
processes below 1 Hz are related to concentration changes
resulting from dry reforming and/or carbon removal, in series
with the electrochemical electrode processes at frequencies
above 1 Hz.47,48

With regards to the higher frequency part (>1 Hz) of the
impedance spectra, the data show clearly that high frequency
regions of the impedance spectra remain unchanged with
changing gas atmosphere with the dominant effects of gas
atmosphere and applied polarization manifesting in the mid-
frequency arc. These processes are likely associated with the
electrochemical reaction such as charge transfer and adsorp-
tion, but testing this hypothesis requires carefully designed
experiments with systematically controlled exposures to CH4 in
order to ‘titrate’ in the amount of carbon deposited on the
anode. In order to analyze the inuence of the atmosphere on
the electrochemical reaction the impedance range between 2 Hz
and 1 MHz, data were tted with a series of three RQ circuits L–
R–(R1Q1)–(R2Q2)–(R3Q3), and the resulting resistance (R1 + R2 +
R3) related to the electrochemical processes is named REC.
Behavior of this ohmic resistance, REC, was then correlated with
the anode's susceptibility to carbon accumulation, as evidenced
by spectroscopy as explained below.

In order to provide materials specic information com-
plementing electrochemical behavior, operando Raman
Fig. 8 Raman spectra recorded during the strongest polarization (85%
Imax) of the Ni–Co–CGO cell in 100% CH4 at 750 �C. Notably, the
spectra are vertically shifted for clarity.

5556 | J. Mater. Chem. A, 2022, 10, 5550–5560
spectroscopy was used to determine if carbon was accumulating
on the inltrated STN anodes. Raman spectra acquired simul-
taneously with the EIS data reported in Fig. 7 (with a func-
tioning Ni–Co–CGO anode), are shown in Fig. 8. The
appearance of carbon on the cell surface is evident by the
vibrational mode at 1560 cm�1, referred to as the “G-band”.49,50

Fig. 8 shows that carbon starts to accumulate on the anode
surface within minutes of exposure to CH4. No observable
carbon accumulates on the anode with incident fuel feeds that
contain CO2 in addition to CH4.

To see how changes in the electrochemistry correspond to
changes in carbon accumulation, Fig. 9 plots G-band intensity
alongside the REC reecting the charge transfer and surface
related electrode reactions determined from EIS data as
a function of time for all types of cells at each of the three
polarizations conditions. Fig. 9a–c corresponds to the Ni-only
inltrated cell. Here, REC increases with the increasing Raman
G-band intensities by several U cm2, especially at lower polari-
zations. These data show that an increase in carbon accumu-
lation, associated with polarization conditions closer to OCV,
limits electrochemical activity in the Ni-only inltrated cells.

Fig. 9d–f, shows the same data for a Ni–CGO inltrated
electrode. Under high polarization conditions no sign of carbon
deposition is apparent, and the REC remains fairly constant, also
supporting a lack of any coking. At the intermediate polariza-
tion, however, a minor increase in the G-band intensity is
observed alongside a slight decrease in REC. This same trend is
observed at the lowest polarization where the carbon deposition
increases from 0 to 500 counts during the 15 minutes exposure
and the REC simultaneously drops by�20%. These observations
are in direct contrast to the Ni-only inltrated electrodes where
REC increases with coking. For the Ni–CGO inltrated electrode
the cell experiences a decrease in polarization resistance when
carbon is present further strengthening the hypothesis that
modest amounts of deposited carbon improve connectivity
within the anode microstructure and lower REC.

A similar trend is observed for the bimetallic Ni–Co–CGO
inltrated electrode, shown in Fig. 9g–i. An increase in the G-
band intensity is observed under all the polarization
strengths, with absolute intensities falling between those of the
pure Ni and the Ni–CGO sample. While absolute intensities
cannot be correlated quantitatively with the absolute amount of
accumulated carbon, previous studies have quantied general
increases in G-band intensity with increasing amounts of elec-
trochemically accessible carbon.51 The increase in G-band
intensities observed in Fig. 9g–i is followed by a decrease in
REC, similar to the Ni–CGO samples.

No carbon deposition was observed on the Co–CGO inl-
trated electrodes under any polarizations (Fig. 9j–l). Minor
changes in REC were observed under both the strongest and
middle polarization strength, while REC showed quite a signi-
cant drop under low current conditions. A drop in the electrode
resistance, in analogy with ndings with Ni-containing anodes,
thus cannot rule out that carbon is deposited at low applied
polarizations but in amounts below the detection limit of the
spectrometer or close to the electrode–electrolyte interface in
a region that could not be probed by the Raman experiments.
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2022
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Fig. 9 The G-band intensity plotted together with the REC found by galvanostatic EIS, under different polarization strengths in 100% CH4 at
750 �C. (a) Ni infiltrated electrode under 10% Imax, (b) Ni infiltrated electrode under 40% Imax, and (c) Ni infiltrated electrode under 85% Imax. (d) Ni–
CGO infiltrated electrode under 10% Imax, (e) Ni–CGO infiltrated electrode under 40% Imax, and (f)) Ni–CGO infiltrated electrode under 85% Imax.
(g) Ni–Co–CGO infiltrated electrode under 10% Imax, (h) Ni–Co–CGO infiltrated electrode under 40% Imax, and (i) Ni–Co–CGO infiltrated
electrode under 85% Imax. (j) Co–CGO infiltrated electrode under 10% Imax, (k) Co–CGO infiltrated electrode under 40% Imax, and (l) Co–CGO
infiltrated electrode under 85% Imax.
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In summary, Fig. 9 shows that for all samples, if carbon
accumulation is evident, REC decreases with increasing current/
polarization. This effect can be attributed to a higher oxygen
content in the gas phase due to the water produced and/or
a higher virtual p(O2) at the interface due to the electrode
polarization. Carbon is formed on samples containing Ni, while
no sign of carbon is visible in the Raman spectra for the solely
Co-containing species. Cell resistance decreases as carbon
accumulates on both the Ni–CGO and Ni–Co–CGO inltrated
electrodes, which is the opposite for the Ni-inltrated STN
without additional CGO.

While deactivation of Ni containing electrodes due to carbon
accumulation is expected due the blocking of electrocatalytic
active sites, the improvement in performance in metal–CGO
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2022
inltrated electrodes is interesting. One explanation could be
correlated to the electronic conductivity of graphitic carbon. As
carbon accumulates within the electrodes, the electrode's
overall electronic conductivity increases. Thus, deposited
carbon can activate previously isolated areas of the electrode,
thereby increasing the triple phase boundary areas and
improving conversion efficiency. Similar results showing the
positive impact of small amounts of carbon on the electrode
performance have been reported in other studies.21,24,25,45 Ni-
only inltrated electrodes accumulated carbon above this
benecial point, and therefore experienced an increase in REC.
An increase in active area also supports the almost unaffected
summit frequency for the dominant electrochemical process at
mid frequencies during the performance increase. While
J. Mater. Chem. A, 2022, 10, 5550–5560 | 5557
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electrochemical process such as charge transfer are usually ex-
pected to be the fastest processes (and thus observed at the
highest frequencies), slower processes are attributed to other
electrode processes such as adsorption and/or concentration
changes. The fact that only the mid frequency process is
affected by the change of the gas atmospheres (Fig. 5) may also
indicate a change in the surface activity of the metal–CGO
inltrated STN electrodes. The presence of carbon in the elec-
trodes implies a very low local oxygen partial pressure, that can
reduce the oxide surfaces of both CGO and STN, thus increasing
the concentration of oxygen vacancies, catalytic activity52 and
mixed electronic – oxygen ion conductivity. In turn, these
enhanced electrode properties have the potential to affect the
oxygen exchange reaction at the electrode as observed for other
perovskite oxides.53 For ceramic SOFC anodes, an increase in
mixed conductivity has proven advantageous for the electro-
chemical performance54–56 and has been attributed to a faster
oxygen exchange reaction. Unresolved is whether the observed
increase in electronic conductivity and an enhancement of
electrocatalytic activity occur simultaneously.

Taken together, these operando Raman-EIS studies illustrate
that the effect of carbon accumulation on performance is largely
dependent on the electrode microstructure/type of electrode
inltration and the amount of total accumulated carbon.

Conclusions

The studies presented in this work utilize operando Raman
spectroscopy coupled with impedance spectroscopy and linear
sweep voltammetry to monitor the performance and surface
chemistry of alternative STN-based ceramic fuel electrodes in
functioning SOFCs. The studies are the rst of their kind to
monitor inltrated STN anodes operating with a hydrocarbon
fuel. Raman spectra showed clearly that carbon accumulated on
all nickel containing electrodes when exposed to 100% CH4.
While carbon has a negative effect on Ni-only inltrated STN
electrodes, a positive effect was observed when Ni was co-
inltrated with CGO. We tentatively attribute this result to an
expected increase in electrochemically active area due to better
electrical connectivity in presence of carbon, and/or increased
oxygen exchange activity due to the resulting low oxygen partial
pressure. Further investigation into the role played by co-catalysts
will be necessary in order to better quantify catalyst oxidation
state, crystal plane orientation and CGO interactions with metal
catalysts. Results also indicate that Comay be a promising electro
co-catalyst that prevents coking while maintaining a stable
performance, making this element an interesting candidate for
designing carbon tolerant SOFC anodes.
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